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Summary
Predicting the pathogenicity of acceptor splice-site variants outside the essential AG is challenging, due to high sequence diversity of the

extended splice-site region. Critical analysis of 24,445 intronic extended acceptor splice-site variants reported in ClinVar and the Leiden

Open Variation Database (LOVD) demonstrates 41.9% of pathogenic variants create an AG dinucleotide between the predicted branch-

point and acceptor (AG-creating variants in the AG exclusion zone), 28.4% result in loss of a pyrimidine at the �3 position, and 15.1%

result in loss of one or more pyrimidines in the polypyrimidine tract. Pathogenicity of AG-creating variants was highly influenced by

their position. We define a high-risk zone for pathogenicity: > 6 nucleotides downstream of the predicted branchpoint and >5 nucleo-

tides upstream from the acceptor, where 93.1% of pathogenic AG-creating variants arise and where naturally occurring AG dinucleotides

are concordantly depleted (5.8% of natural AGs). SpliceAI effectively predicts pathogenicity of AG-creating variants, achieving 95%

sensitivity and 69% specificity. We highlight clinical examples showing contrasting mechanisms for mis-splicing arising from AG var-

iants: (1) cryptic acceptor created; (2) splicing silencer created: an introduced AG silences the acceptor, resulting in exon skipping, intron

retention, and/or use of an alternative existing cryptic acceptor; and (3) splicing silencer disrupted: loss of a deep intronic AG activates

inclusion of a pseudo-exon. In conclusion, we establish AG-creating variants as a common class of pathogenic extended acceptor variant

and outline factors conferring critical risk for mis-splicing for AG-creating variants in the AG exclusion zone, between the branchpoint

and acceptor.
Introduction

Variants that disrupt the process of precursor mRNA (pre-

mRNA) splicing are a common cause of genetic disorders,

with 38%–50% of pathogenic variants reported to disrupt

splicing in various disease cohorts.1–3 However, correctly

classifyingavariantas splicedisrupting ischallenging,neces-

sitating functional studies to accurately characterize mis-

splicing events—often requiring difficult to obtain tissue.4,5

Many in silico tools have been developed to predict if a

variant will disrupt normal splicing, although these pro-

grams are not always accurate.6 Implementation of

massively parallel sequencing (MPS) into diagnostic pipe-

lines has led to an exponential increase in identified variants

of uncertain significance (VUS), which are clinically unac-

tionable.7 With RNA diagnostic pipelines now emerging

into clinical practice,8 identifying variants likely to disrupt

the process of pre-mRNA splicing is of great clinical utility.

During the process of pre-mRNA splicing, non-coding

introns are removed and coding exons are ligated together

to create a mature mRNA transcript, which acts as a genetic
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blueprint for protein synthesis. This process is catalyzed by

five small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNPs—

U1, U2, U5, and U4/U6) and numerous non-snRNP pro-

teins, which dynamically assemble on the pre-mRNA to

form the spliceosome complex.9,10 Recognition of key

conserved sequences in the pre-mRNA by the spliceosome

complex is vital for accurate splicing. In the early stages of

spliceosome assembly, the U1 snRNP binds to the donor

(5ʹ) splice-site primarily by base-pairing, followed by the

U2 snRNP, which conversely requires multiple splicing

factors to recognize and assemble at the branch-site.11

Auxiliary factors U2AF65 and U2AF35 bind to the polypyr-

imidine tract (PPT) and acceptor (3ʹ) splice-site, respec-

tively, and form a heterodimer, collectively referred to as

U2AF, which interacts with the branch-site recognizing

splice factor SF1.12 The U2 snRNP is then able to displace

SF1 and bind by base-pairing to the pre-mRNA adjacent

to the branch-site.12 Variants that disrupt these key se-

quences (Figure 1Ai) can, therefore, prevent recognition

of the pre-mRNA by these splicing factors and disrupt

spliceosome assembly.
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Figure 1. Intronic acceptor splice-site variants reported in ClinVar and LOVD
(A) Intronic acceptor splice-site variants were assigned to ten variant groups according to the position and consequence of the variant in
relation to splicing motifs. (i) Schematic outlining the intronic 3ʹ splicing motifs (acceptor splice-site, PPT and branch-site) in relation to
the exon (gray box) in human introns. The comparative heights of the nucleotides (nt) at each position represents the frequency of that
nt in 94,874 canonical introns with Branchpointer predicted branchpoints (left) or 185,639 canonical introns (right). (ii) Variants were
assigned to one of ten mutually exclusive groups as per the numerical order shown.

(legend continued on next page)
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While it is well established that disrupting the invariable

AG dinucleotide of the acceptor splice-site interferes with

pre-mRNA splicing, the impact of intronic variants in the

extended acceptor splice-site region is more challenging

to predict, as the PPT and branch-site regions are highly

variable.6 There is evidence to suggest that the first AG

dinucleotide downstream of the branch-site is selected as

the acceptor splice-site for splicing,13,14 with the exception

of AG dinucleotides situated close to the branch-site.14,15

This is supported by a natural depletion of AG dinucleo-

tides observed between the acceptor splice-site and

branchpoint (BP), termed the AG exclusion zone

(AGEZ).16,17 Recently, variants in the AGEZ have been

explored in the context of neurofibromatosis type 1

(NF1).18 It was shown that 63% of 91 splice-altering NF1

extended acceptor splice-site variants created an AG in

the AGEZ, demonstrating that any variant resulting in a

new AG in an AGEZ is highly likely to affect splicing.18

In this study, we further investigate AGEZ variants by

analyzing 24,445 extended acceptor splice-site variants

reported in ClinVar19 and the Leiden Open Variation Data-

base (LOVD)20 across 2,100 genes associated with clinically

relevant monogenic disorders (defined in Dawes et al.21).

We describe in detail a clinical example involving a family

with a homozygous COL6A2 AG-creating variant and use

a minigene construct to model a deep intronic DMD AG-

removing variant previously reported to result in pseudo-

exon inclusion,22 demonstrating contrasting mechanisms

by which variants in the AGEZ may disrupt splicing.
Materials and methods

Extraction of intronic extended acceptor splice-site

variants from ClinVar and LOVD
Variants from the databases ClinVar19 and LOVD20 were down-

loaded (February 2022) and collated into a single dataset. Only

SNVs were extracted from LOVD due to historical inconsistencies

in the annotation of insertions and deletions (indels), precluding

computational processing of large datasets.

Variants were filtered to include only those

(1) In annotated, canonical GRCh37 Ensembl23 transcripts

extracted from Ensembl (see web resources) using Bio-

conductor. Canonical protein-coding transcript annota-

tions were obtained using Ensembl’s Perl API.

(2) In clinically relevant OMIM listed genes with clinically

relevant phenotypes (as defined in Dawes et al.21; OMIM

gene list downloaded with license from OMIM [see web re-

sources], September 2021).

(3) Located between the annotated acceptor splice-site and

predicted branch-site. A recent assessment revealed
(B) Frequencies and clinical classifications of intronic acceptor splice
genic variants depicting the percentage that fall into each group. (ii) P
(i.e., all pathogenic variants excluding those that disrupt the invaria
variants classified as pathogenic (red, n ¼ 5,463), VUS (orange, n ¼ 5
low, n ¼ 2,417) in ClinVar and LOVD for each group. (iv) Percentage
the �3 position of the acceptor splice-site. The number of variants i

Human
Branchpointer24 as the best in silicomethod currently avail-

able for predicting BPs25; thus, Branchpointer was selected

for use in this study. Branchpointer scores the recommen-

ded cutoff of R0.5224 was used to predict the likely BPs

for each intron in canonical protein-coding transcripts.

The closest predicted BP upstream of the acceptor splice-

site was selected for each intron. All introns without a

predicted BP R 0.52 were excluded from analysis (27.2%

of introns). ClinVar and LOVD variants located within/be-

tween the branch-site and acceptor splice-site for each

remaining intron were extracted for analysis.

(4) Variants were assigned either pathogenic (pathogenic or

likely pathogenic), benign (benign or likely benign), VUS,

or conflicted or unclassified based on aggregated classifica-

tions from all entries in ClinVar and/or LOVD for that

variant. Aligning with ClinVar protocols, variants were as-

signed conflicted if there were at least two opposing classi-

fications (pathogenic versus VUS versus benign). Variants

without an American College of Medical Genetics and

Association for Molecular Pathology (ACMG/AMP)26

concordant classification (pathogenic, likely pathogenic,

VUS, or likely benign or benign) were considered unclassi-

fied and removed from analysis.

Additionally, deep intronic variants (defined as > 100 nucleo-

tides (nt) from exon-intron splice junctions27) in canonical En-

sembl transcripts of clinically relevant OMIM genes that result

in the loss of an AG were curated separately to assess for potential

loss of an AG splicing silencer mechanism for pseudo-exon activa-

tion. For these variants, Branchpointer was unable to provide a BP

prediction and thus branchpoint prediction (BPP)28 was used.

Variants curated via steps 1–4 above were categorized intomutu-

ally exclusive groups, according to the position and consequence

of the variant in relation to splicing motifs (Figure 1Ai), as per the

order outlined in Figure 1Aii. For example, a variant that both

created an AG and resulted in the loss of a C/T would be assigned

to group 3 (AG-creating) as it precedes group 4 (loss of 1Y). AG-

creating SNVs were analyzed separately with their positional

context taken into consideration. Each AG-creating SNV was

either determined to create an AG (1) closer to the BP, (2) closer

to the acceptor splice-site, or (3) directly in the middle of the

PPT (Figure 2Ai).

A recent study revealed SpliceAI29 as the best algorithm for eval-

uating extended splice-site variants30; thus, SpliceAI was used to

assess AG-creating variants in this study. SpliceAI acceptor splice-

site scores were obtained for the annotated acceptor splice-site

and the relevant dinucleotide containing the AG-creating variant,

both without and with the variant change.
Genetic investigations and immunohistochemistry for

the COL6A2 family
Ethical approval was obtained from the Human Research Ethics

Committees of the Children’s Hospital at Westmead, Australia

(10/CHW/45 and 2019/ETH11736), with written, informed
-site variants in the ten different groups. (i) Pie chart of all patho-
ercentage of pathogenic extended splice-site variants in each group
ble AG of the acceptor splice-site). (iii) The percentage of 30,042
,279), benign (blue, n ¼ 16,883), or conflicting classifications (yel-
of clinical classifications for each possible substitution for SNVs at
n each group are shown above the bar graphs.
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consent from all participants. Whole-exome sequencing (WES),

whole-genome sequencing (WGS), and muscle RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq) was performed and analyzed at the Broad Institute of

Harvard and MIT, as previously described.4 Immunohistochem-

istry (IHC) was performed as previously described.31 Antibodies

to the following proteins were used: spectrin (NCL-SPEC1; dilu-

tion 1:200; Leica Microsystems) with Alexa Fluor555 conjugated

goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (dilution 1:300; Thermo

Fisher Scientific); collagen VI (clone 70-XR95, now sold as 70R-

CR009X, dilution 1:10,000, Fitzgerald Industries International,

MA) with Alexa Fluor555 conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary

antibody (dilution 1:300; Thermo Fisher Scientific) co-stained

with perlecan (clone A7L6, MAB1948, dilution 1:40,000; Chemi-

con International, CA) with Alexa Fluor488 conjugated goat

anti-rat secondary antibody (dilution 1:300; Thermo Fisher Scien-

tific). The NM_001849.3(COL6A2):c.2423-22_2423-21insAGCCC

GGCCCGGCCC variant was submitted to the Leiden Open

Variation Database (individual: 00411326, DB-ID: COL6A2_

000503).
Generation of DMDex25-27 minigene constructs
A pCMV6-Entry EGFP-FLAG-DMDex25-27 wild-type construct was

created by cloning EGFP-FLAG tagged partial genomic sequences

of DMD, encompassing exons 25 to 27 with modified introns 25

and 26, into a pCMV6-Entry expression vector using AsiSI and

Mlu1 restriction sites. Subsequently, the wild-type construct

was modified by subcloning 466 base pairs (bp) variant sequence

gene blocks using NheI and AflII restriction sites. All custom se-

quences were generated by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT;

Coralville, Iowa, USA) and all constructs were sequence

confirmed by Sanger sequencing (Australian Genome Research

Facility, Sydney, Australia). Full sequences of wild-type and

variant constructs are available in the supplemental materials

and methods.
Cell culture and transfection
HEK-293 cells

HEK-293 cells were cultured in Gibco DMEM containing 10%

heat-inactivated HyClone fetal bovine serum (FBS; GE Health-

care Life Sciences) and 50 ng/mL Gibco gentamicin. Cells were

seeded onto 6-well plates at 30%–40% confluency 16 h prior

to transfection with polyethyleneimine (PEI; Polysciences). For

each well, 8.31 mL of PEI (1 mg/mL), 200 mL NaCl (0.9%), and

3 mg plasmid DNA were mixed, incubated for 20 min at room

temperature, and added to the dish in a dropwise fashion. For

each DMDex25-27 minigene plasmid, 4 wells were harvested

48 h after transfection, with 2 wells used each for RNA and pro-

tein isolation.

Primary human myoblasts (PHMs)

PHMs from a 37-year-old female control were cultured in Gibco

DMEM:Ham’s F-12 supplemented with 10% Gibco AmnioMAX-

II, 20% FBS, and 50 ng/mL Gibco gentamicin. Cells were seeded

onto 6-well plates coated with 1:50 collagen type 1 (Rat Tail,

3.54 mg/mL, Becton Dickinson) at 50% confluency. When

PHMs reached 70%–80% confluency, they were transfected with

2.5 mg plasmid DNA using Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen, Sigma

Aldrich), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Fibroblast

cultures were treated with either 100 mg/mL cycloheximide

(CHX, 1:300 dilution from 30 mg/mL stock) or 1:300 DMSO for

5 hours prior to RNA extraction.
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RNA isolation and RT-PCR
COL6A2 family samples

RNA isolation was performed from 30 3 8 mm thick muscle cryo-

sections (10mm2 surface area) or from 20 cm2 surface area of fibro-

blast cultures using Invitrogen TRIzol Reagent according to the

product user guide. The RNeasy Mini Kit from QIAGEN was used

to clean up the RNA according to the kit protocol. cDNA was

synthesized from 1 mg of total RNA with 1:1 oligo-dT and random

hexamers using the Invitrogen SuperScript IV First-Strand

Synthesis System, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

DMDex25-27 minigene constructs

Wells were washed 3 times in Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered

saline (DPBS) followed by homogenization in RLT plus buffer

(QIAGEN) supplemented with 10 mL/mL 2M dithiothreitol

(DTT) using a 20-gauge needle and processed using the RNeasy

Mini Kit (QIAGEN) by RNA isolation using the RNeasy Plus Kit

(QIAGEN), according to manufacturer’s protocol. Purified RNA

concentration was measured with a Nanodrop 2000 Spectropho-

tometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). cDNA was synthesized from

1 mg of total RNA using the SuperScript IV First-Strand Synthesis

System with oligo (dT) primers (Invitrogen), according to the

manufacturer’s instructions.

RT-PCR

PCR was performed on cDNA using Buffer D (Astral Scientific), 1

unit Taq DNA Polymerase (Life Technologies), and 0.3 mM each

forward/reverse primer. Primer details for all RT-PCRs are listed

in Table S1. Cycling conditions for Taq DNA Polymerase were

95�C for 2 min followed by 25–35 cycles of 95�C for 10 s, 58–

64�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 50–120 s (see Table S1). Final extension

was done for 8 min at 72�C. The identity of PCR amplicons was

confirmed via Sanger sequencing. When multiple bands were de-

tected, individual bands were existed from the gel and purified us-

ing the GeneJET Gel Extraction kit (Thermo Scientific) as per man-

ufacturer’s instructions.
Protein isolation and western blot
Cells were washed 3 times in DPBS, scraped off, pelleted by centri-

fugation, and snap frozen on dry ice. Cell pellets were lysed in 4%

SDS, 62.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, and 13 protease inhibitor cocktai,

and sonicated for 10 short bursts, followed by heating to 94�C for

4 min. Protein concentrations were determined via a bicincho-

ninic acid (BCA) assay (Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific), according

to the manufacturer’s protocol. Lysates were mixed 3:1 with

loading buffer (62.5 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 4% SDS, 0.2 M DTT,

40% glycerol, traces of bromophenol blue, and 13 protease inhib-

itor cocktail) and heated to 94�C for 1 min; 20 mg protein were

electrophoresed on a 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Criterion

TGX, Bio-Rad) followed by transfer onto a polyvinylidene difluor-

ide (PVDF)membrane (MerckMillipore Immobilon-P, 0.45 mm) for

1.5 h in Tris-glycine buffer containing 0.075% SDS and 15%meth-

anol. Membranes were blocked for 1 h with 1:1 Intercept Blocking

Buffer (LI-COR Biosciences): Tris-buffered saline 0.1% Tween 20

(TBS-T). Primary antibody incubation was performed overnight

with mouse anti-FLAG-tag (Clone 12C6c, Developmental Studies

Hybridoma Bank). Membranes were washed with TBS-T, blocked

for 15 min as above ,and incubated with 1:15,000 IRDye 800CW

Donkey anti-Mouse Secondary Antibody (LI-COR Biosciences)

for 1 h. Membranes were imaged at 600, 700, and 800 nm for

2 min/channel using the Odyssey Fc Imaging System (LI-COR Bio-

sciences). Western blots were analyzed using Image Studio 5 (LI-

COR Biosciences).
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Figure 2. Variant created and naturally occurring AG dinucleotides in the PPT
(A) Frequency of AG-creating variants in ClinVar and LOVD and naturally occurring AG dinucleotides at each position of the PPT.
Numbered positions denote the distance of the A of the AG dinucleotide from either the BP (left) or acceptor splice-site (right), depend-
ing on whether the created AG was closer to the BP or acceptor splice-site. AG dinucleotides at equal distance from both the BP and
acceptor splice-site were grouped together as mid, due to the varying lengths of PPTs in this dataset. No variants created an AG 4 nt
away from the acceptor splice-site due to the rarity of a G at the �3 position of the acceptor motif. (i) The number of all AG-creating
variants at each position, with lower numbers in the center due to varying PPT lengths. (ii) The proportion of AG-creating variants

(legend continued on next page)
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Results

Data mining ClinVar and LOVD for intronic acceptor

splice-site variants

The 30,042 intronic variants located at the acceptor splice-

site, PPT, or branch-site (Figure 1Ai) of annotated Ensembl
23 transcripts were extracted from the variant databases

ClinVar and LOVD (see materials and methods). Of these,

18.2% were classified as pathogenic, 56.2% as benign,

17.6% as VUS, and 8.0% as conflicted. Clinical classifica-

tions were statistically significantly associated with the as-

signed variant groups (Pearson’s chi-squared test ¼ 26,785;

degrees of freedom [df] ¼ 27; p < 2.2 3 10�16; Figure 1Aii).

The majority (88.3%) of reported pathogenic variants

impacted the essential AG dinucleotide of the acceptor

splice-site and only 0.7% of pathogenic variants did not

fall into defined variant groups (other, Figure 1Bi).

Among the 11.7% of pathogenic variants outside the

essential AG of the acceptor splice-site (n ¼ 638), 41.9%

result in the creation of an AG dinucleotide in the PPT

(AG-creating), 28.2% disrupt the pyrimidine at the �3 po-

sition of the acceptor splice-site (�3Y > R), and 16.6%

result in the loss of one or more pyrimidines (loss of 1Y

or loss of R2Y, Figure 1Bii). Despite comprising a sizable

proportion of pathogenic variants, loss of 1Y or loss of

R2Y variants were significantly less pathogenic than the

AG-creating or �3Y > R variants (Pearson’s chi-squared

test ¼ 1,977.5; df ¼ 9; p < 2.2 3 10�16), indicating that

the PPT is often tolerant to loss or substitution of a pyrim-

idine (Figure 1Biii). Comparative analysis of all dinucleo-

tide combinations created by variants revealed increased

pathogenicity associated with AG-creation, relative to all

other dinucleotide combinations (Pearson’s chi-squared

test ¼ 4,630; df ¼ 45; p < 2.2 3 10�16; Figure S1).

VUS and conflicted classifications comprise the highest

proportion of classifications for variants at the �3 position

(�3Y > R and �3 other), emphasizing increased uncer-

tainty and the necessity for functional testing of pre-

mRNA splicing for variants at this position (Figure 1Biii).

SNVs that substitute a G nt at the �3 position (i.e.,

C>G, T>G, and A>G) weremore likely to be pathogenic

than �3 position variants with other substitutions (odds

ratio: 93.7 with 95% CI [47.41, 185.24], Figure 1Biv),

consistent with the natural preference of C > T > A > G

at the �3 position in the human genome (Figure 1Ai).

Positional risk for pathogenicity for AG-creating variants

in the AGEZ

Among1,077AG-creatingvariantswithin theAGEZ (region

between acceptor splice-site and BP), 262 were classified

pathogenic, 198were benign, 496 VUS, and 121 conflicted.
with different clinical classifications at each position. (iii) The numbe
genome at each position. Only 5.8% of natural AGs fall between>6 nt
the acceptor splice-site, demonstrating the evolutionary constraint ag
fall within this same region, establishing a zone of high-risk for mis
(B) (i) The proportion of clinical classifications for the different nucleo
nucleotides preceding naturally occurring AG dinucleotides.
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Notably, pathogenicity for AG-creating variants was highly

dependent upon position of the created AG; 93.1% of path-

ogenic AG-creating variants fall within >6 nt downstream

of the BP and >5 nt upstream of the acceptor splice-site

(defined hereafter as the high-risk zone) compared with

only 44.9% of benign AG-creating variants (Figure 2Aii).

This high-risk zone is complementary to the natural deple-

tion of AG dinucleotides within the AGEZ of human in-

trons; only 5.8% of naturally occurring AG dinucleotides

fall within the high-risk zone, indicating evolutionary

intolerance of AGs in this region (Figure 2Aiii).

The nt preceding the variant created AG was relevant,

with creation of a GAG less likely to be pathogenic than

other AGs created (Pearson’s chi-squared test ¼ 43.506;

df ¼ 9, p ¼ 1.74 3 10�6; Figure 2Bi), consistent with the

increased frequency of naturally occurring GAG trinucleo-

tides in the high-risk zone relative to other trinucleotide

combinations for natural AGs in the AGEZ (Figure 2Bii).

No SNVs in this dataset created an AG at the �4 position,

and very few AGs occur naturally at this position, due to

the low frequency of G at the �3 position (to make AG).

SpliceAI assessment of AG-creating variants

Pathogenic AG-creating variants were strongly predicted

by SpliceAI acceptor delta scores to create cryptic

acceptor splice-sites, whereas benign AG-creating variants

have significantly weaker SpliceAI acceptor delta scores

for the created AG (Mann-Whitney U test: U ¼ 9,862;

p< 2.23 10�16; Figure 3Ai). Further, SpliceAI acceptor delta

scores for the annotated acceptor splice-site were signifi-

cantly higher for pathogenic AG-creating variants than

benign AG-creating variants (Mann-Whitney U test: U ¼
6,467; p< 2.23 10�16; Figure 3Aii). SpliceAI acceptor scores

are also higher for AGs created closer to the annotated

acceptor splice-site than those closer to the BP, consistent

with the likely position of a PPT (Mann-Whitney U test:

U ¼ 180,518; p < 2.2 3 10�16; Figure 3B). To discriminate

pathogenic from benign AG-creating variants with 95%

sensitivity,we found thatusing a SpliceAI acceptordelta cut-

off of 0.48 for either the created AG or annotated acceptor

splice-site (whichever score is higher) provided the highest

specificity at 69%, comparedwithusing either score in isola-

tion (Figure 3C). Together, these data demonstrate SpliceAI

as an effective tool for distinguishing pathogenic AG-

creating variants from benign AG-creating variants.

Clinical exemplar of pathogenic AG-creating variant in

COL6A2 intron-26 high-risk zone

Two affected siblings (VIII:1 and VIII:2) born to distantly

consanguineous parents (fourth cousins once removed,

Figure 4A) were clinically diagnosed with congenital
r of naturally occurring AG dinucleotides in the PPT in the human
downstream of the predicted branchpoint or>5 nt upstream from
ainst AGs in this region. Conversely, 93.1% of pathogenic variants
-splicing due to AG dinucleotides.
tides preceding the variant created AG. (ii) The number of different
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Figure 3. SpliceAI scores for the created AG and annotated acceptor splice-site for AG-creating variants
(A) SpliceAI acceptor delta scores for (i) the AG created by the variant and (ii) the annotated acceptor splice-site.
(B) SpliceAI acceptor delta scores for the created AG for each position of the PPT. Numbered positions denote the distance of the A of the
AG dinucleotide from either the BP (left) or acceptor splice-site (right, see Figure 2Ai). AG-creating variants had stronger scores closer to
the annotated acceptor splice-site than the BP.
(C) Assessment of SpliceAI’s capability to differentiate pathogenic (n¼ 262) AG-creating variants from benign (n¼ 198); (i) receiver oper-
ating characteristic (ROC) curve of 3 different SpliceAI acceptor delta scores types; (1) created AG score (red), (2) annotated acceptor
splice-site score (green), and (3) the greater of either the created AG score or annotated acceptor splice-site score for each variant
(teal). At 95% sensitivity, using the greater of the two SpliceAI scores for each variant resulted in the greatest specificity (69%) using a
cutoff of 0.48. (ii) Sensitivity (red) and specificity (blue) at different SpliceAI cutoffs for the greater of the two SpliceAI scores.
myopathy. VIII:1 presented at birth with hypotonia

and soft skin following an unremarkable pregnancy. She

had delayed motor milestones, sitting at 12 months and

walking at 3.5 years of age. She had minimally progressive,

generalized mild muscle weakness, with proximal muscles

slightly weaker than distal. However, from around age 25

years old, her muscle strength slowly declined and, at age
Human
43 years old, she predominantly used a wheelchair, was

only able to mobilize short distances with a walker, and

required assistance to rise from a chair. She had a long

thin face, mild facial weakness, and high arched narrow

hourglass-shaped palate. Examination at age 43 years old

revealed a Trendelenburg gait with high steppage, elbow

flexion and hip contractures, hyperextensible fingers,
Genetics and Genomics Advances 3, 100125, October 13, 2022 7



Figure 4. Pedigree, MRI and immunohistochemical staining for the COL6A2 family
(A) Pedigree of the COL6A2 family. VIII:1 and VIII:2 are homozygous for the COL6A2 NM_001849.3:c.2423-22_2423-21insAGCCCGG
CCCGGCCC variant (þ/þ) and their parents (VII:1 and VII:2) were both heterozygous (þ/�). VII:1 and VII:2 are distantly
consanguineous.
(B and C) Muscle MRIs for both VIII:1 and VIII:2 show peripheral involvement of thigh and calf muscles, in particular the vastus lateralis
(top, arrows) and gastrocnemii (bottom, arrows), typical of those described in collagen-VI-relatedmyopathies.32 (C) Immunohistochem-
ical staining shows reduced, but present, collagen staining in a skeletal muscle biopsy from VIII:2, and present staining in VII:2.

(legend continued on next page)
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and mild dysphagia. In addition, she had comorbidities

associated with Perrault syndrome, with primary ovarian

failure, sensorineural hearing loss, mild intellectual

disability, and micrognathia. VIII:2 required neonatal

intensive care unit (NICU) admission at birth for respira-

tory distress, was initially reliant on tube feeding, and

then was discharged at four weeks of age on bottle feeds.

His milestones were mildly delayed, sitting at 9 months

and walking at 22 months. He had a similar pattern of

weakness to VIII:1, also presenting with soft skin and hy-

perextensibility, but did not have symptoms associated

with Perrault syndrome. Upon most recent review at age

41 years old, he has had gradual progression in his prox-

imal muscle weakness and has developed contractures

with restriction of wrist extension, finger flexion, ankle

dorsiflexion, and mild lumbar hyperlordosis. Unlike his

sister, he remains ambulant without requiring any assistive

devices, though does have difficulty walking on heels and

climbing stairs. Their mother, VII:2, had a considerably

milder muscle weakness than her children, affecting only

her proximal muscles. She had an hourglass palate, retro-

gnathia, hyperextensible elbows, and soft skin.

Muscle biopsies at age 10 months old for VIII:1 and 12

years old for VIII:2 both showed a myopathic process

with fiber-type disproportion (type I fibers smaller than

type II fibers), increased internal nuclei, and increased

interstitial connective tissue in some areas. A muscle

biopsy at 28 years old for VII:2 also revealed small type I fi-

bers. Muscle magnetic resonance images (MRIs) for both

VIII:1 and VIII:2 show peripheral atrophy and fatty infiltra-

tion of thigh and calf muscles, especially of the vastus lat-

eralis and gastrocnemii, typical of those described in

collagen-VI-related myopathies32 (Figure 4B). IHC showed

reduced levels of collagen VI staining at themembrane and

normal/increased levels in the endomysium for VIII:2

(Figure 4C). Membrane staining in VII:2 was within

normal limits (Figure 4C). A muscle biospecimen from

VIII:1 was unavailable for IHC.

RNA-seq of muscle-derived mRNA from VIII:2 revealed

splicing abnormalities in COL6A2 transcripts: exon 27 skip-

ping and increased intron 26 and 27 retention, in addition

to canonically spliced COL6A2 transcripts (Figure 5A).

On finding this abnormality, WGS data of COL6A2 in this

family were re-examined for variants that may cause these

mis-splicing events. An extended splice-site variant NM_

001849.3(COL6A2):c.2423-22_2423-21insAGCCCGGCC

CGGCCC was identified at homozygosity in VIII:1 and

VIII:2 and heterozygosity in the parents VII:1 and VII:2

(Figure 5B). The insertion was absent from ClinVar and

the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD).35 RT-PCR

of muscle-derived mRNA from VIII:2 and fibroblast-
Sequential 8 mm thick cryosections of snap frozen skeletal muscle we
with anti-perlecan (green) antibodies. In healthy controlmuscle (C1,
as well as the endomysium, whereas perlecan only stains the sarcole
sarcolemma is reduced and endomysium staining is normal/increase
is within normal limits. Scale bar 100 mm (white line).

Human
derived mRNA from VIII:1 and VIII:2 confirmed exon 27

skipping (Figure 5Ci, in-frame), intron retention

(Figure 5Cii–iv, encodes a stop codon), and normal

splicing and in addition revealed use of the cryptic

acceptor inserted by the variant (Figure 5Ci–ii, encodes a

stop codon). Increased band intensities for primer pairs

Ex26F/In27R and In26F/Ex28R for cycloheximide-treated

fibroblasts support nonsense mediated decay (NMD) tar-

geting transcripts with intron 26 retention (Figure 5Ciii–

iv). RT-PCR of muscle-derived mRNA from VII:2 showed

a similar pattern of mis-splicing to VIII:1 and VIII:2 but

with a larger proportion of normally spliced products,

consistent with heterozygosity of the COL6A2 splice

variant (Figure 5C) in the VII:2 parent. The AG dinucleo-

tide included in the insertion c.2423-22_2423-21in-

sAGCCCGGCCCGGCCC was considered the pathogenic

element of the variant as other similar insertions without

an AG dinucleotide are reported in ClinVar as likely

benign microsatellite variations (ClinVar accession no.:

VCV000420369.1, VCV000258324.1, and VCV00042

0761.1) and one was common in gnomAD (c.2423-

18_2423-17insCGGCCCGGCCCGGCC: allele frequency

0.046, 55 homozygotes).

Pseudo-exons activated by removal of AG splicing

silencer in AGEZ

In a previous study, a deep intronic variant (NM_004006.

2(DMD):c.3603 þ 820G > T) was revealed to disrupt an

AG dinucleotide and result in the inclusion of a patho-

genic pseudo-exon in intron 26 of DMD, starting 19 nt

downstream of the variant22 (Figure 6A). The AG dinucle-

otide disrupted by the variant was 7 nt downstream of

the predicted BP in the AGEZ of the pseudo-exon (high-

risk zone), and pseudo-exon inclusion was undetectable

in control samples.22 This finding led us to search for other

pathogenic AG-disrupting deep intronic variants in the

ClinVar and LOVD dataset. Four additional deep intronic

SNVs were identified in CAPN3,36 TSC1,37 F8,38 and

COL4A5 (LOVDDB-ID: COL4A5_001785), with functional

studies confirming pseudo-exon usage in three of the four

variants (Figures 6B–6E). All variants result in the loss of an

AG dinucleotide in the AGEZ of a pseudo-exon (or pre-

dicted pseudo-exon), demonstrating that AG dinucleotides

may act as natural splicing silencers to prevent inclusion of

damaging pseudo-exons.

To explore the hypothesis that disruption of AG dinucle-

otide associatedwithDMD c.3603þ 820G>T is the specific

mechanism activating pseudo-exon inclusion,22 we devel-

oped six EGFP-tagged minigene constructs encompassing

DMD exons 25-26-27 and intervening (modified) introns

25 and 26 (Figure 7A, see supplemental materials and
re stained with anti-spectrin, and anti-collagen VI (red) co-stained
28 years, vastus lateralis), collagen VI stains themuscle sarcolemma
mma. In VIII:2 (12 years, quadriceps), collagen VI staining of the
d. In VII:2 (28 years, unknown muscle type), collagen VI staining
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Figure 5. Mis-splicing arising from the COL6A2 variant
(A) Sashimi plots of COL6A2 exons 25–28 (NM_001849) in RNA-seq data of muscle-derived RNA from VIII:2 (red) compared with a con-
trol skeletal muscle sample from GTEx (blue).33 Exon 27 skipping (182 reads) and low levels intron 26 and 27 retention are present in
VIII:2 but absent in the GTEx control. Exon 27 skipping was also present in NM_058174 transcripts for VIII:2 (not shown). Normal
splicing of exons 26-27-28 can be seen in 25% of reads in VIII:2.
(B) Schematic of the NM_001849.3(COL6A2):c.2423-22_2423-21insAGCCCGGCCCGGCCC variant identified at homozygosity in
VIII:1 and VIII:2 in WGS data.

(legend continued on next page)
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methods for construct details and sequences). RT-PCRof the

wild-type construct (Figure 7Bii–iii,W) shows predominant

normal splicing of DMD exons 25-26-27, whereas the

c.3603 þ 820G > T variant construct (Figure 7Bii–iii, v) re-

sults in predominant pseudo-exon inclusion, replicating

the splicing pattern previously reported in skeletal mus-

cle.22 As the c.3603þ 820G>T variant also introduces a py-

rimidine into the PPT, the þT construct shows that

strengthening the PPT (Figure 7Bii–iii) enhances pseudo-

exon inclusion (asterisk), though unlike the variant

construct (V),maintains robust levels of canonical splicing.

Reversing the AG dinucleotide to GA results in predomi-

nant pseudo-exon inclusion similar to the variant construct

(see GA versus V, Figure 7Bii–iii). From collective results,

therefore, inference is that the AG dinucleotide acts as a

potent splicing silencer preventing pseudo-exon inclusion,

with the þT construct showing that pyrimidine composi-

tion of the PPT can also influence pseudo-exon inclusion.

AG1 and AG2 constructs act as additional controls to

probe the impact of the positioning of created AGs within

the AGEZ upon pseudo-exon activation (AG1 and AG2,

Figure 7Ai). The AG dinucleotide created 4 nt downstream

of the BP in AG1 (i.e., outside high-risk zone) does not sup-

press pseudo-exon inclusion, whereas AG2 8 nt upstream

of the pseudo-exon acceptor splice-site (i.e., within high-

risk zone) results in pseudo-exon activation via use of the

alternative acceptor splice-site created by AG2 (Figure 7Ai

and Cii, red arrow). Pseudo-exon activation encodes a pre-

mature termination codon that is concordantly detected as

a truncated EGFP-FLAG-DMD fusion protein by western

blot (Figure 7C).
Discussion

Pathogenic AG-creating variants are common in ClinVar

and LOVD

In this study, we demonstrate that AG-creating variants ac-

count for 41.8% of pathogenic extended acceptor splice-

site variants and 4.9% of all pathogenic acceptor variants

reported in ClinVar and LOVD. However, this is likely to

be an underestimate of the true prevalence of pathogenic

AG-creating variants, considering the bias toward ascer-

tainment of essential splice-site variants in variant data-

bases as they are more readily classified as pathogenic/
(C) RT-PCR analyses of muscle-derived RNA from VIII:2 (12 years, m
mented), and two controls; C1 (7.5 years, female, muscle origin not d
blast-derived RNA from VIII:1 (37 years, female), VIII:2 (35 years, mal
not documented). Primer pairs; (i) Ex26F1 with Ex28R in muscle RN
exon 27 skipping in both VIII:2 and VII:2, absent in control samples.
(ii) Ex26F1 with Ex27R in muscle RNA showed intron 26 retention an
splicing is reduced in VIII:2 relative to VII:2 and controls; (iii) Ex26F2
27 retention in both VIII:2 and VII:2 relative to controls. Intron 27 ret
the controls; (iv) In26F with Ex28R in muscle RNA showed intron 2
levels), absent in controls; (v)GAPDH demonstrated equal loading; an
fibroblasts.34 Fibroblast RNA mis-splicing patterns observed in VIII:1
VIII:2, with primer pairs Ex26F2/In27R and In26F/Ex28R showing sl
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likely pathogenic.26 We define the region >6 nt down-

stream of the BP and >5 nt upstream of the annotated

acceptor splice-site as a high-risk zone for splice-altering ef-

fects of AG-creating variants, compared with other regions

of the AGEZ (odds ratio: 14.9, 95% CI [7.99, 27.67]),

consistentwith ourDMDex25-27minigene studies (Figure 7).

In addition, we demonstrate that a SpliceAI acceptor delta

score ofR0.48 for either the annotated acceptor splice-site

or variant created AG is a good predictor of pathogenicity

(odds ratio: 39.8, 95% CI [21.46, 73.75]). Combining these

analyses, we identify 447 VUS and 108 conflicted AG-

creating variants that are within the high-risk zone and/

or have SpliceAI acceptor delta scores R 0.48, which are

likely to result in mis-splicing, and we recommend RNA

studies (Table S2) to examine pre-mRNA splicing.

The overall proportions of pathogenic AG-creating,

�3Y> R, loss of 1Y, and loss ofR2Y variants among all dis-

ease genes broadly mirrors described proportions among a

cohort of 91 extended acceptor splice-site NF1 variants.18

However, due to our larger dataset of 24,445 variants

affecting the extended acceptor splice-site region with

both pathogenic and benign classifications, we are able

to show that the PPT is often tolerant to loss of one or

more pyrimidines. Comparative analysis of all dinucleo-

tide combinations created by ClinVar and LOVD variants

provides compelling evidence for increased pathogenicity

associated with AG-creation (Figure S1), consistent with

substitution of AG with GA, resulting in vastly different

outcomes in the DMDex25-27 minigene (GA, Figure 7Bii–

iii) and in keeping with previously published minigene

studies.15,18 Collectively, our data strongly imply acquisi-

tion of an AG dinucleotide as the primary pathogenic

feature of AG-creating variants rather than coincidental

loss of one or more pyrimidines.

However, there are limitations to our dataset that need to

be acknowledged. We have assumed that any variant clas-

sified as pathogenic will be splice-altering and benign var-

iants will not disrupt splicing. Variant entries in ClinVar

and LOVD are not always rigorously reviewed, and evi-

dence for pathogenicity is rarely provided; thus, a subset

of variants may have been mis-classified. Further, some

benign variants may result in splice-altering outcomes

with benign functional impact; particularly AGs created

at positions�5 and�8 which would lead to in-frame inser-

tions of 1 or 2 codons if used. This may partially explain
ale, quadriceps), VII:2 (28 years, female, muscle origin not docu-
ocumented) and C2 (26 years, female, quadriceps), as well as fibro-
e), and two controls; C3 (37 years, female) and C4 (age and gender
A showed use of the cryptic splice-site created by the variant and
Normal splicing is reduced in VIII:2 relative to VII:2 and controls;
d use of the cryptic splice-site from both VIII:2 and VII:2. Normal
with In27R inmuscle RNA showed elevated levels of intron 26 and
entionwithout intron 26 retention can be seen in very low levels in
6 retention without intron 27 retention in VIII:2 and VII:2 (low
d (vi) SF2 demonstrated NMD inhibition of cycloheximide-treated
and VIII:2 were consistent with those observed in muscle RNA in
ightly elevated signal in cycloheximide treated samples.
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Figure 6. Variants activating pseudo-exons by disrupting AG dinucleotides in AGEZ
(A–E) Schematic of five introns (black lines) with deep intronic variants that activate pseudo-exon inclusion through removal of an
AG dinucleotide from the AGEZ; (A) DMD intron 26 NM_004006.2:c.360 þ 820G > T22, (B) CAPN3 intron 14 NM_000070.3:c.1782
þ 1072G > C34, (C) TSC1 intron 5 NM_000368.5:c.363 þ 668G > A35, (D) F8 intron 25 NM_000132.3:c.6900 þ 4104A > T36, and (E)
COL4A5 intron 21 NM_033380.2:c.1423 þ 1175G > T (LOVD DB-ID: COL4A5_001785). Canonical exons (black) and pseudo-exons

(legend continued on next page)
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the increased percentage of benign variants we observe at

positions �5 and �8 (Figure 2Aii) and naturally occurring

AGs at the �5 position (Figure 2B), although previous

studies have shown that created AGs have reduced splicing

efficiency closer to the annotated acceptor splice-site.13

Further, many introns contain multiple branch-sites17,39

and Branchpointer predictions may not correctly identify

the predominant branch-site. Experimentally proven

BPs39–41 would be ideal for our analysis; however, Branch-

pointer allowed for a much larger dataset of variants for

analysis. Despite these caveats, the large variant dataset

establishes AG-creating variants as a common class of

pathogenic variant affecting the splice acceptor in

ClinVar and LOVD, indicating the importance of assessing

these variants in diagnostic pipelines.

Pathogenic mechanisms for AG dinucleotides in the

AGEZ

The obvious mechanism by which an AG dinucleotide

introduced into the AGEZ can cause mis-splicing is

through creation of a cryptic acceptor. As these pathogenic

AGs frequently arise within a PPT in the context of an ex-

isting BP at a usable distance upstream, a competitive

cryptic acceptor is often created, correlating with SpliceAI

acceptor delta scores (Figure 3). However, AG-creating var-

iants not only (or always) create a cryptic acceptor that is

used; they can also cause intron retention and exon skip-

ping (as shown for the COL6A2 variant, Figure 5) and/or

use of an alternative pre-existing cryptic acceptor.15,18,42

These mis-splicing events suggest that in some

instances the created AG acts as a splicing silencer, prevent-

ing the annotated acceptor splice-site from being utilized

by the spliceosome. Evidence supporting splicing silencer

behavior of AGs in the AGEZ is demonstrated by deep

intronic AG-disrupting variants that activate pathogenic

pseudo-exons flanked by usable splice-sites22,36–38 and

by our DMDex25-27 minigene studies (Figure 7). Addition-

ally, Keegan and colleagues report a small subset of

previously published pseudo-exons (8/410) activated by

AG-removing variants,43 further demonstrating this

mechanism as a rare cause of pseudo-exon activation.

These deep intronic AG dinucleotides within the AGEZ

of dormant pseudo-exons act as natural splicing silencers,

which may have arisen through evolution as one of many

mechanisms to suppress undesirable exons from being

included in transcripts.

The exact processes by which the spliceosome selects an

acceptor splice-site are still unknown. There are at least two

inter-related mechanisms explaining disruption of pre-

mRNA splicing by AG-creating variants in the AGEZ: (1)

competitive binding of spliceosome components to both

the AG in the AGEZ and to the annotated acceptor splice-

site slowing down the splicing process12—to the extent
(hashed) are represented by boxes. Pseudo-exon sequences (as dete
predictions for (E) with flanking splicing motifs are shown labeled
dinucleotide (yellow highlight). Branch-sites (purple) were selected

Human G
that neither the annotated nor created cryptic acceptor is

used successfully, resulting in exon skipping, intron reten-

tion or use of an alternative, more distal, pre-existing cryptic

acceptor; and (2) a specific factorbinds to theAG intheAGEZ

acting as a splicing silencer. Wimmer and colleagues18 sug-

gest that since U2AF35 subunits are able to bind simulta-

neously to multiple AGs near the acceptor splice-site,12

U2AF35 bound to an AG in the PPT may block U2AF65

from recognizing the PPT, preventing the annotated

acceptor splice-site from being used.18 U2AF35 binding to

created AGs may explain both plausible mechanisms by

simultaneously competingwithandsilencing the annotated

acceptor splice-site. Other splicing regulatory elements may

also be acting as splicing silencers, such as the splice–modu-

lating RNA binding protein hnRNPA1 that binds to an RNA

motif containing YAG,44 often formed by AG-creating vari-

ants.18 hnRNPA1 has been shown to suppress the inclusion

of alternatively spliced exons and pseudo-exons by binding

downstream of the donor splice-site,44 so it is plausible that

hnRNPA1 may also prevent pseudo-exon usage by binding

upstream of the acceptor splice-site.

For the COL6A2 c.2423-22_2423-21insAGCCCGGCC

CGGCCC variant described in this study, mechanism 1

works well to explain the four different splicing outcomes.

Competitive binding of spliceosome factors to the two avail-

able acceptor splice-sites (the variant created and annotated

acceptors) appears to significantly reduce the efficiency, but

not completely prevent, both acceptors from being used.

Contrastingly, mechanism 2 would fit better for the DMD

c.360 þ 820G > T deep intronic AG-removing variant, as

the AG dinucleotide silences the pseudo-exon from inclu-

sion in control samples.22 By removing the AG, this

pseudo-exon is very efficiently included into almost all

DMD transcripts in our minigene assay (Figure 7), acting as

a binary switch to include or exclude the exon. Both pro-

posedmechanisms can explain benign AG-creating variants

and naturally occurring AG dinucleotides observed within 6

ntof the BP (Figure 2), as AGs in this region (1) are oftennon-

competitive acceptor splice-sites, as they lack a strong PPT

and/or usable BP (supported by weak SpliceAI acceptor

scores, Figure 3B), and (2) will not sterically prevent

U2AF65 binding to the PPT, as most/all of this sequence

would still be available for U2AF65 binding. With enough

functionaldataofAG-creating/disruptingvariantswithin in-

trons with experimentally defined branch-sites, it may

become possible in the future to predict the nature of mis-

splicing (i.e., exon skipping versus cryptic splice-site use

versus intron retention), based onAGposition and sequence

context, improving clinical interpretation for this class of

variant.

AG-creating/disrupting variants may induce complete or

partial mis-splicing. In the COL6A2 and DMD cases high-

lighted, remnant normal splicing had significant clinical
rmined by the published functional studies for A–D or SpliceAI
below, before and after the variant change (red) disrupts the AG
as per the strongest BPP score.28
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Figure 7. Minigene constructs modeling the DMD intron 26 pseudo-exon arising from the c.360 þ 820G > T variant
(A) (i) Alignment of wild-type and variant DMDex25-27 minigene sequences with modified bases highlighted in yellow. Predicted BP and
pseudo-exon (PE) acceptor splice-site are indicated by a black box. The PE sequences for each construct are shown in orange (or light
orange to denote reduced levels of PE inclusion). (ii) Schematic of DMDex25-27 minigene construct showing FLAG (black), EGFP (green),
linker sequence (gray), canonical exons (Ex; blue), and PE (orange). Note: introns 25 and 26 have been shortened as indicated by blue
triangles (8024 and 4301 bp were removed, respectively). Primer locations and area covered by DMDex25-27 PCR 1–3 are shown below.
(B) RT-PCR results of (i) PCR1 (EGFP-Exon 26), (ii) PCR2 (Exon 25/26 junction – Exon 27), and (iii) PCR3 (EGFP-Exon 27). Amplification
of the neomycin resistance gene (NEO) for (iv) 35 and (v) 25 cycles served as a transfection control. Red arrows indicate PCR products
where alternative splice junction was used and yellow asterisks indicate bands for which Sanger sequencing detected a mixture of prod-
ucts containing and lacking the pseudo-exon.
(C) Western blot of 20 mg protein probed with an anti-flag antibody (green signal) demonstrates a 48 kDa band (protein product of
canonically spliced DMDex25-27) or 43 kDa band (protein product of DMDex25-27 when pseudo-exon is included). NT, not transfected;
N, no template; E, EGFP.
implications. Trace levels of normal splicing were observed

for the individual harboring the intron 26 DMD pseudo-

exon,22 resulting in a severe Becker muscular dystrophy

phenotype rather than a Duchenne muscular dystrophy

presentation that would be expected from a null mutation.

Normal splicing of COL6A2 exons 26–27 was identified in

VIII:1 and VIII:2 at reduced levels with the homozygous

c.2423-22_2423-21insAGCCCGGCCCGGCCC variant.

Remnant levels of normally spliced COL6A2 may explain
14 Human Genetics and Genomics Advances 3, 100125, October 13,
the mild presentation seen in VIII:1 and VIII:2 and their

asymptomatic or very mildly affected heterozygous par-

ents (VII:1 and VII:2, respectively).

In conclusion, we establish AG-creating variants as a

common class of pathogenic extended acceptor splice-

site variant and define a high-risk zone for pathogenicity

>6 nt downstream of the BP and >5 nt upstream of the

annotated acceptor splice-site. We encourage careful

consideration and functional studies (if possible) of any
2022



AG-creating extended acceptor splice-site variant and deep

intronic AG-disrupting variant, especially if SpliceAI

acceptor delta scores are R 0.48 for either the created AG

or annotated acceptor, when searching for causative vari-

ants in genetic diseases.
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